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A method for single-neuron chronic
recording from the retina in
awake mice
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The retina, which processes visual information and sends it to the brain, is an excellent
model for studying neural circuitry. It has been probed extensively ex vivo but has
been refractory to chronic in vivo electrophysiology. We report a nonsurgical method
to achieve chronically stable in vivo recordings from single retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)
in awake mice. We developed a noncoaxial intravitreal injection scheme in which injected
mesh electronics unrolls inside the eye and conformally coats the highly curved retina
without compromising normal eye functions. The method allows 16-channel recordings
from multiple types of RGCs with stable responses to visual stimuli for at least 2 weeks,
and reveals circadian rhythms in RGC responses over multiple day/night cycles.

A
s an approachable part of the brain, the
retina provides an excellent model for
analyzing the assembly and function of
information-processing circuits in the cen-
tral nervous system (CNS) (1,2). Interneurons

receive signals from light-sensitive photorecep-
tors (rods and cones) and pass it to retinal gan-
glion cells (RGCs), which send axons through the
optic nerve to visual areas of the brain. Whereas
photoreceptors are akin to pixels, information
processing by interneurons renders each of
≥40 types of RGCs selectively responsive to
specific visual features such as motion or color
contrasts (2–4). However, whereas in vivo single-
neuron recordings in awake, behaving animals
are routine for many parts of the brain (5, 6),
analysis of RGCs has relied primarily on ex vivo
electrophysiological recording (7, 8) and calcium
imaging (4). Although these ex vivo studies have
provided deep insights into retinal computations,
they are limited in several respects. First, sys-
temic effects such as neuromodulation, altera-
tions in hormonal milieu, and circadian variation
are difficult to study ex vivo (9–12). Second, record-
ings are limited to the short lifetime of the
preparation, typically a few hours, so their ability
to detect plasticity in activity patterns is com-
promised. Third, rod function is prone to rapid
loss in explants, partly because of its dependence
on pigment epithelium, which is generally re-
moved during explantation. Therefore, ex vivo
recordings of rod activities over extended times
have remained challenging (4). Finally, it is ob-
viously infeasible to correlate retinal activity ex vivo

with organismic responses or behaviors. In vivo
RGC electrophysiology could offer insight into
the interaction between the retina and related
brain regions involved in vision processing and
regulation (9, 13–15), yet existing technologies
either have been unable to achieve recordings

at single-RGC resolution inmice (11) or have been
limited to one or two channels of acute recording
in anesthetized animals with larger eyes (16, 17).
We report chronically stable in vivo record-

ings from functionally diverse RGCs in awake
mice using epiretinal-implanted mesh electron-
ics delivered via noncoaxial and minimally in-
vasive intravitreal injection to form a chronically
stable conformal retina interface. We designed a
16-channel mesh electronics probe with record-
ing electrodes distributed evenly over a 1.5 mm ×
0.8 mm region in four parallel rows to ensure
coverage and interrogation of a large area of the
retina after injection. The 16 recording electrodes
(Fig. 1A, I, green arrow) are individually address-
able through polymer-encapsulated metal inter-
connect lines that terminate at input/output (I/O)
pads (Fig. 1A, I, red arrow), which provide con-
nection to external recording instrumentation.
The tissue-likemesh electronics probes were fab-
ricated using standard photolithography (18–22),
with ~90% porosity in two dimensions andmesh
ribbon element widths of ≤10 mm to facilitate
syringe injection through capillary needles and
to minimize interference with the retina.
The three-dimensional highly concave mouse

retina precludes using conventional methods, such
as silicon, glass, or metal electrodes (7, 16, 23) or
planar microelectrode arrays (8), to form a con-
formal and chronically stable retina interface.
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Fig. 1. Noncoaxial intravitreal
injection and conformal coating of
mesh electronics on the mouse retina.
(A) I: Schematic showing the layout of
mesh electronics comprising 16 recording
electrodes (green dots indicated by a
green arrow) and I/O pads (red dots
indicated by a red arrow). II: Schematic
showing noncoaxial intravitreal injection
of mesh electronics onto the RGC layer.
Multiplexed recording electrodes are
shown as yellow dots. III: Schematic
of noncoaxial injection that allows
controlled positioning of mesh elec-
tronics on the concave retina surface
(cyan arc). The blue and red dotted
arrows indicate themotion of the needle
and desired trajectory of the top end of
the mesh, respectively (see fig. S1 for
details) (22). (B) In vivo through-lens
images of the same mouse eye fundus
on days 0 and 14 after injection of mesh
electronics, with electrode indexing in
the day 14 image (22). (C) Ex vivo
imaging of the interface between
injected mesh electronics (red, mesh
polymer elements) and the retina (green
dots, RGCs) on days 0 (I) and 7 (II) after
injection.The inset of II shows the region
indicated by a yellow arrow where the
high-resolution image was taken (22).
(D) Comparison of pupillary reflex (n= 3),
OKR (n = 5), and visual acuity (n = 3)
between control and injected mouse eyes.
Error bars denote SD; NS, not significant
(P > 0.05) by one-way ANOVA test.
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Therefore,we askedwhether the unique unrolling/
unfolding capability of mesh electronics in aque-
ous solutions (19) could occur in the vitreous
humor of the eye, which has a very low Young’s
modulus (24). This scheme could enable delivery
of a large mesh (>1 mm2) through a much smaller
nonsurgical injection hole (<0.1 mm2). To deliver
themesh electronics into amouse eye and form a
conformal interface, we developed a controlled
noncoaxial injection scheme (Fig. 1A, II and III)
with several key features. First, the intravitreal
injection procedure is compatible with standard
stereotaxic frames commonly used for brain probe
implantation (fig. S1, A and B). Second, the ultra-
flexibility of mesh electronics enables loading
and controlled injection into the eye through the
lateral canthus, using a small (outer diameter
330 mm) glass capillary needle (fig. S1B and fig.
S2, A and B, blue arrows) that is similar in di-
ameter to 29-gauge needles commonly used for
intraocular injection of virus vectors and drugs
(25). Third, synchronizing the volumetric flow
with the lateral motion of the needle to follow
the curvature of the retina affords lateral posi-
tioning and conformal coating of mesh electron-
ics onto the concave retina surface (Fig. 1A, III,
fig. S1C, and fig. S3). After injection and needle
withdrawal, the mesh was glued externally (fig.
S2, C and D) (22) and the I/O pads were con-
nected to an interface cable (flexible flat cable),
which was mounted on top of the skull, for elec-
trical recording (20). The demonstrated injection
of mesh electronics into themouse eye represents
a challenging case because of its small size and
large curvature; we expect that this method could
be readily adapted for animals with larger and
less curved eyes, including nonhuman primates.
To verify that the mesh electronics, which is

elastically strained when loaded into the capil-
lary needle (19), unrolled from the capillary to
cover the retina after noncoaxial intravitreal in-
jection, we devised a method for noninvasive
in vivo through-lens imaging based on a liquid
Hruby lens (Fig. 1B and fig. S4) (22). Mesh
electronics and retinal vasculature were both
visualized from day 0 to day 14 after injection.
Quantitative analysis of the locations of repre-
sentative recording electrodes demonstratedmini-
mal variation of electrode positions over 14 days
(table S1) (22). We also performed confocal mi-
croscopic imaging of the mesh-retina interface
after dissection of mesh-injected eyes from TYW3
transgenic mice in which a subset of RGCs was
labeled with yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) (26)
on day 0 and day 7 after injection. Images (Fig. 1C,
I) (22) showed that the mesh conformed to the
concave structure of the retina with a mean dis-
tance of 51 ± 35 mm (mean ± SD) between an
electrode and the closest labeled RGC. Given that
only 10% of RGCs are labeled in the TYW3mouse
retina (27), the nearest RGC is likely closer than
this mean distance. Higher-resolution images
(Fig. 1C, II) further showed that the average soma
diameter of RGCs, 12.2 ± 1.9 mm (mean ± SD),
was similar to the 10-mm width of mesh elements,
and the density of labeledRGCs, 353 cells/mm2,was
within the reported range of 200 to 400 cells/mm2

for YFP-labeledRGCs in the central retina of TYW3
mice (27). Together, the in vivo and ex vivo images
confirmed a chronically stable, conformal, and
intimate interface between the three-dimensional
curved retina and the injected mesh electronics,
with no observable perturbation of RGC density
or distribution.
Because of the rigidity of conventional probes

used for single-channel in vivo retina recording
in larger animals, sutures and fixation rings are
usually used to suppress the normal motor func-
tions of the eye even when the animals are anes-
thetized (16, 28). We asked whether we could
take advantage of the ultraflexibility of mesh
electronics tominimize interferencewith normal
eye functions during recording in awake mice.
First, we used near-infrared imaging (13) to track
eye responses during air puffs. Chronic studies of
the blink reflex exhibited immediate and com-
plete responses to timed air puffs (fig. S5A), with
no statistically significant difference between

mesh-implanted and control eyes (fig. S5C, I).
Second, to assess retinal responsiveness to light,
we measured the pupillary response as a func-
tion of ambient light intensity modulation for
control eyes andmesh-injected eyes (fig. S5B and
movie S1). We detected prompt and full-scale
pupil expansion and shrinkage in response to
increases and decreases in brightness, respec-
tively (fig. S5C, II). Quantification of pupil con-
striction (22) revealed no statistically significant
difference between control eyes andmesh-injected
eyes (Fig. 1D, I). Third, to assess the influence of
the injected mesh on normal eye movement, we
characterized the optokinetic reflex (OKR) in re-
sponse to moving gratings (29). We observed that
the amplitude, temporal pattern, directionality,
and speed of the OKR were consistent between
the control and mesh-injected eyes (fig. S5D).
Quantitative analyses of eye movement fre-
quency showed no statistically significant differ-
ence between themesh-injected and control eyes
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Fig. 2. Chronic 16-channel in vivo electrophysiology of single RGCs measured with mesh
electronics. (A and B) Representative 16-channel recordings from the same mesh electronics delivered
onto a mouse retina on day 3 (A) and day 14 (B) after injection. (C and D) Light modulation of two
representative channels (Ch2 and Ch8) in red dashed boxes in (A) and (B) on day 3 (C) and day 14
(D) after injection. The red shaded and unshaded regions indicate the light ON and OFF phases,
respectively. Representative sorted spikes assigned to different neurons on both days are shown in
the rightmost column for each channel. Each distinct color in the sorted spikes represents a unique
identified neuron. (E) Firing rates of all sorted neurons from Ch2 and Ch8 during light modulations
on days 3 and 14 after injection (22). Error bars denote SEM. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001
(one-way ANOVA); NS, not significant (P > 0.05). Five mice were used for multiplexed recordings.
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(Fig. 1D, II), both of which were also consistent
with previous reports (30). Last, to evaluate the
impact of the injected mesh on visual acuity, we
measured the OKR in response to moving grat-
ings with varying spatial frequencies, and found

the mesh-injected eyes to exhibit the same visual
acuity as the control (~0.4 cycles per degree; Fig.
1D, III) (31). It is also noteworthy that the trans-
parent polymer constituting the mesh scaffold
with <5% space occupied bymetal features yields

minimal blockage of incoming light, as evidenced
by the ~95% light transmittance in the 400- to
600-nm spectral window visible to the mouse
(32) (fig. S5C, II, inset), resulting in negligible
distortion of visual input. Taken together, these
data demonstrate that injection of the mesh elec-
tronics causes minimal damage to the orbicularis
oculi, iris dilator, and extraocular muscles as well
as negligible interference with light perception
and visual acuity of the retina.
Having shown that themesh electronics probe

has negligible effect on normal visual functions,
we conducted a series of tests to investigate its
ability to detect the diverse RGC activities. First,
we asked how many of the 16 channels in the
implanted probe were sufficiently close to RGCs
to record single-unit activity. Figure 2A and fig.
S6A show examples from two mice in which we
obtained high-quality recordings from all 16 chan-
nels, with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of >7 for
single-unit spikes. Moreover, single-unit activity
was detected in at least 12 channels from each of
five separate mice, thus highlighting the robust-
ness of the injected probes for multiplexed reti-
nal electrophysiology.
Second, we asked whether we could record

repeatedly from the same sets of RGCs. Multi-
plexed 16-channel recordings revealed that the
SNR from all channels remained >7 for single-
unit spikes on days 3 and 14, with little variation
in SNR for each specific channel (Fig. 2, A and
B, and fig. S7A). The ON/OFF light response in
these two representative channels (Ch2 and Ch8;
Fig. 2, C and D), which included four RGC neu-
rons (two for each channel) identified by spike
sorting, also demonstrated statistically signif-
icant differences inmodulation of firing patterns
(Fig. 2E). Specifically, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
showed a statistically significant (P < 0.01) differ-
ence in firing rate between ON and OFF phases
of light modulation, but no significant (P > 0.05)
difference during the same ON or OFF phase at
different days (22). Furthermore, analyses of the
ON-OFF indices (4, 22) yielded values of 0.97 and
0.91 for the two Ch2 neurons and –0.74 and –0.55
for the two Ch8 neurons; thus, the two Ch2 and
two Ch8 neurons can be identified as ON and
OFF RGCs, respectively.
Third, we asked whether it was possible to

assess the chronic stability and behavior of in-
dividual RGCs. We implemented a spike sorting
protocol to identify and cluster single units based
on principal components analysis (PCA) (22, 33).
L-ratio analysis (table S2) (34) together with char-
acterization of the number and spike waveforms
of detected neurons fromall 16 channels ondays 3
and 14 (fig. S7B) indicated good unit separation
and chronic recording stability. Furthermore,
systematic characterization from the two repre-
sentative channels (Ch2 and Ch8; Fig. 2, C and D,
right column) fromday 0 through day 14 showed
similar average spike waveforms indicative of
chronic recording stability (fig. S8A). Moreover,
quantitative waveform autocorrelation analyses
(fig. S8B) (35) showed that the same four neurons
were stably tracked across this period. Together,
we isolated 134 single units from 89 channels
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Fig. 3. Chronic in vivo recording and tracking of the same DSGCs. (A) Photograph showing a
mouse immediately after mesh injection.The red and white arrows indicate part of mesh electronics
outside of the eye and a head plate for head fixation, respectively. (B) Red-light photograph showing
in vivo recording of DSGCs in response to moving grating stimulations (22). (C) Raster (left), polar
plots (center), and overlaid spike waveforms (right) of single-unit firing events of three neurons
(with corresponding colors) from Ch8 in response to moving grating stimulations on days 7 and
14 after injection. In the raster plots, the pink shaded regions correspond to times when gratings
were displayed on the screen, with moving directions indicated by arrows on the bottom (22). Only
the raster plots on day 7 are shown. In the polar plots, the DSi for each cell on different days is labeled
with corresponding colors. (D) Bar chart summarizing numbers of identified DSGCs, OSGCs, and
non-DSGCs on day 7 (red bars) and day 14 (green bars) after injection. (E) Bar chart with overlaid
scatterplot of DSi or OSi of all RGCs on days 7 and 14, with thin lines of corresponding colors connecting
the same neurons identified on both days. The bar height and the whisker indicate the mean and
maximum of DSi and OSi values, respectively. Four mice were used for direction and orientation
selectivity studies; data shown are from one representative mouse.
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from five mice with chronic stability; additional
examples are described below.
Fourth, to assess the range of RGC types we

could detect, we stimulated the retinas in awake
mice with a spatially varying grating designed to
elicit responses from direction-selective (DS) and
orientation-selective (OS) RGCs and investigated
the capability to engage the same DS and OS

RGCs chronically (22). Themultiplexedmeasure-
ments weremadewith the head rigidly restrained
(Fig. 3, A and B, white arrow) to ensure a fixed
visual field with respect to the moving grating
displayed on a flat screen (movie S2) with alter-
nating 2-s ON and OFF periods (Fig. 3C, pink and
white vertical bars). Representative raster plot
data from one of these channels on days 7 and 14

(Fig. 3C and fig. S6, B and C) highlight the chro-
nically stable behavior of three spike-sorted
RGCs, including spike waveforms, amplitudes,
and raster plot responses. Specifically, average
spike waveforms for these three neurons in the
10 trials each day, as well as between day 7 and
day 14, exhibited minimal systematic change
(fig. S9A), which was confirmed by auto- and
cross-correlation analyses (fig. S9B). Moreover,
polar plots of firing rate versus grating direction
(Fig. 3C, middle) showed that these three neurons
can be classified as follows: Neuron-1 (red) is a
direction-selective ganglion cell (DSGC) with
nasal-to-temporal (N→T) preference, neuron-2
(green) is a non-DSGC, and neuron-3 (blue) is a
DSGC with ventral-to-dorsal (V→D) preference.
The direction preference and selectivity remained
stable from day 7 to day 14 after injection, and
small variations between days were statistically
insignificant (fig. S9, C and D). We note that the
intact OKR driven by the moving gratings did
not disrupt the chronic RGC recording stability
(fig. S10), and that potential OKR-induced ran-
domvariabilitywas averaged fromRGCresponses
over 10 consecutive trials ofmoving grating stim-
ulation (36).
A summary of our in vivo 16-channel mea-

surements from day 7 to day 14 (Fig. 3D and
fig. S11) confirms the stable chronic recording
across all channels. Overall, we recorded from
32 RGCs of which 15 were non-DSGCs, 3 were
orientation-selective (OSGCs; 2 dorsal-ventral
and 1 nasal-temporal), and 14 were DSGCs
(2 D→V, 5 V→D, 3 N→T, and 4 T→N) (22).
The direction selectivity indices (DSi’s) and ori-
entation selectivity indices (OSi’s) (22) remained
stable and no RGCs shifted categories between
the two recording sessions (days 7 and 14), pro-
viding additional evidence that individual cells
can be tracked for 2 weeks (Fig. 3E). Moreover,
the percentages of DSGCs, OSGCs, and non-
DSGCs (44%, 9%, and 47%, respectively) in this
dataset are similar to those obtained from re-
cent large-scale calcium imaging of >5000 RGCs
in retinal explants (35%, 14.5%, and 51.5%; dif-
ference between the two datasets, P > 0.05 by
c2 test) (4).
Finally, we asked whether we could use im-

plantedmesh electronics to investigate circadian
modulation of RGC activity (22). Specifically, we
monitored RGCs at 4-hour intervals over several
day/night cycles (Fig. 4A) for a total of 18 record-
ings (nocturnal, 8 p.m. to 8 a.m.; diurnal, 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m.). Representative data from a DSGC in
amouse demonstrated that preferred direction
and direction selectivity varied little during
this period (fig. S12A). In contrast, the absolute
firing rate in the preferred direction (±45°)
varied in a consistent way over three complete
circadian cycles (days 1 and 2, 4 and 5, and 6
and 7 after injection), with a firing rate during
the diurnal phase that was on average 77% higher
than during the nocturnal phase (Fig. 4B). Sim-
ilar constancy of preferred direction but circa-
dian variation of activity level was found for other
RGCs, including a D→V DSGC and a non-DSGC
(fig. S12, B and C).
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Fig. 4. Chronic circadian modulation of individual RGC activity. (A) Representative polar plots of
a DSGC at different times in one complete circadian cycle on days 4 and 5 after injection. All graphs are
plotted in same range of firing frequencies. (B) I: Firing rates of the same DSGC in (A) averaged over
preferred directions in three complete circadian cycles on days 1 and 2, 4 and 5, and 6 and 7 after
injection. II: Mean firing rate by taking the average over these three circadian cycles. III: This DSGC is
identified as an ON-OFF transient type. (C) I: Firing rates of another DSGC averaged over preferred
directions on three complete circadian cycles on days 1 and 2, 4 and 5, and 6 and 7 after injection.
II: Mean firing rate by taking the average over these three circadian cycles. III: This DSGC is identified
as an OFF transient type. In (B) and (C), I and II, yellow and gray shaded regions indicate diurnal
and nocturnal circadian times, respectively; in (B) and (C), III, the red shaded and white regions indicate
light ON and OFF phases, respectively. Red and blue shaded regions in (B) and (C), II, denote SEM. (D) Bar
chart with overlaid scatterplot of the CMi of diurnal cells (red bars), nocturnal cells (blue bars), and
circadian independent cells (green bars) (22). The bar height and the whisker indicate the mean and
maximum of CMi values, respectively. (E) Plots showing the evolution of CMi values for four representative
cells (three diurnal cells and one nocturnal cell) that were recorded for three complete circadian cycles.
Red and blue dashed lines in (D) and (E) indicate the threshold for defining diurnal and nocturnal cells,
respectively. Three mice were used for circadian modulation study of RGC activity.
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Overall, of the 28 RGCs from three mice we
recorded in this regime, 20 exhibited higher
firing rates during the diurnal phase. Four others
exhibited decreased firing rates during the di-
urnal phase, and the remaining four showed
minimal circadian modulation, as assessed
from their circadian modulation indices (CMi’s;
Fig. 4, C and D) (22). Cells that were tracked for
three complete circadian cycles demonstrated
that RGCs remained in the same circadian mod-
ulation categories, despite slight variations in
CMi values (Fig. 4E). Interestingly, of six cells
for which ON-OFF preferences were measured
carefully, two of three diurnal-high cells were
ON and one was ON-OFF, both of the nocturnal-
high cells were OFF, and the sole invariant cell
was ON-OFF, suggesting a correlation between
RGC polarity and day/night modulation of ac-
tivity that will be interesting to investigate. The
pattern of increased diurnal firing activity for the
majority of RGCs is consistent with results of a
previous ERG study in which the b-wave ampli-
tude, which reflects the population average of
ON-bipolar cell activity (37), was found to in-
crease in the daytime (11).
We have demonstrated multiplexed, chron-

ically stable recording from diverse RGC types
by means of syringe-injectable mesh electronics
in mice. The ultraflexibility of mesh electronics
allowed for nonsurgical intravitreal delivery
into mouse eyes via noncoaxial injection and
formation of conformal and chronically stable
functional interface with the retina in vivo,
which can be readily adapted for other animals
with larger eyes. This method provides an at-
tractive alternative to past studies of RGC activ-
ity in explants and offers important new insights

into the dynamic information processing be-
tween the retina and other parts of the CNS.
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